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Abstract 
In this contribution we present magnetic microwires electroplated with pulse current (PC), used as core for 
orthogonal fluxgate. We fabricated microwires with different duty cycle, and we studied their magnetic properties as 
well as their behaviour when employed for orthogonal fluxgate. We observed that the noise at 1 Hz is minimum 
when a duty cycle between 60% and 80% is used, whereas it increases for lower duty cycle and microwires 
electroplated with direct current (DC). On the other hand, wires realized with low duty cycle show much wider 
linear range than those realized with high duty cycle. Thus, we derive that high duty cycle must be preferred if the 
orthogonal fluxgate is used in feedback mode (because of the lower noise), whereas for some low-end applications 
when the sensor is used in open loop we  prefer wires electroplated with lower duty cycle (because of the wider 
linear range). 
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1. Introduction 
Magnetic microwires are employed for different type of magnetic sensors, especially for orthogonal fluxgate. 
Indeed they can be used as magnetic core saturated by an ac current flowing through them [1]. During the last few 
years bi-phase microwires have been developed, by electroplating a soft magnetic shell on a copper core [2]. We 
have shown that inserting electric insulating layer between the copper core and Permalloy shell and passing the 
excitation current only through copper core improves the distribution of the excitation field and results in smaller 
sensor perming.  
When we use such microwires as  cores for orthogonal fluxgates we should pay special attention to the quality of 
the electroplated layer, because it influences the resulting noise of the sensor. Indeed, any defect such as cracks or 
voids in the Permalloy layer can cause sudden jumps of domains during magnetization process, giving rise to 
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Barkhausen noise [3]. Such noise is reflected on classical orthogonal fluxgate as well as in coil-less fluxgate output 
signal. In this paper we study the influence of the noise on a coil-less fluxgate [4] on microwires electroplated using 
pulse current (PC) instead of direct current (DC). 
2. Samples preparation 
We electroplated Permalloy shell on five glass coated Cu microwires, passing electroplating current on a few nm 
sputtered Au seed layer. The purpose of the glass layer is to electrically insulate the Cu core from the magnetic shell 
[5].
For electroplating we used the bath described in [6]; the bath is the very same for all the five wires. We 
electroplated the wires using PC with different duty cycle as described in Tab. 1. The duty cycle has been 
progressively reduced from 80% to 20%; the last sample has been electroplated with DC. In this way, we can be 
sure that any change in the wire properties is not given by modification of the bath, but really by the different 
parameters of the electroplating current. 
During electroplating a mechanical twisting (45°/cm) was applied to the microwire in order to induce helical 












#1 4 1 80 37.5 
#2 3 2 60 50 
#3 2 3 40 75 
#4 1 4 20 210 
#5 5 0 100 30 
The current has been generated by means of a Keithley 2400 programmable current source. The amplitude of the 
current density was equal for all samples (giving 5 mA/cm2 current density). The process time has been 
proportionally increased when decreasing the duty cycle in order to obtain an equivalent effective value of the 
integrated current equal for all wires, and finally a constant thickness of the electroplated Permalloy layer.  
The period of the PC has been set to 5 s in order to be much higher than the time constant of the charging 
transient when current is applied to the electroplating cell: Fig. 1 shows the current pulses and the resulting potential 
of the bath for duty cycle 60%. The time constant of the charging transient is around 1 ms, thus basically all the 
current pulse is used for electroplating.  
 
 
Fig. 1.bath potential (upper trace) and electroplating current (lower trace) with 60% duty cycle. 
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All samples show a magnetic shell with a uniform thickness, around 5 m, confirming the correct choice of the 
electroplating time in inverse proportion to the duty cycle. No significant difference could be noticed from optical 
observation of the samples (differences in the uniformity of the magnetic layer could be at nano scale). 
3.1. Sensitivity and linear range 
We measured the sensitivity of the manufactured microwires when used as coil-less fluxgate with sinusoidal 
excitation current and extracting the second harmonic by lock-in amplifier. The characteristic of the sensor strongly 
changes when duty cycle is changed as show in Fig. 2: the sensitivity drops for lower duty cycle whereas the linear 
range increases (Fig. 3). 
 
 
Fig. 2: Characteristic of the orthogonal fluxgate for different duty cycle of electroplating current. 
Fig. 3: Dependence of linear  range on duty cycle 
3.2. Noise 
The main purpose of electroplating with PC was to improve the quality of the Permalloy layer, as reflected in the 
noise of the coil-less fluxgate. Thus, we measured the noise spectrum of the output signal extracted by the lock-in 
amplifier, when the sensor was in a 6 layer shielding. Fig. 4 shows the noise level at 1 Hz for different value of duty 
cycle. We can observe that the noise is minimum for a duty cycle between 60% and 80%. 
This can be explained by the fact that the during the electroplating process hydrogen molecules are generated 
from the reduction of protons (H+) inside the bath, and such molecules can be trapped inside the structure of the 
Permalloy layer and generate voids [7]. By using PC instead of DC we allow the hydrogen molecules to be released 
without interfering with the electroplating process.  
On the other hand we can observe that the noise rises to higher level for lower duty cycle, suggesting that it is not 
convenient to reduce too much the duty cycle. This can be due to the fact that for low duty cycle the microwire is 
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Fig. 4: Noise at 1 Hz vs. duty cycle of electroplating current.  
4. Conclusion 
In this contribution we have shown that using pulse, instead of direct, electroplating current, significantly reduces 
the noise of magnetic microwires when used as coil-less fluxgate. In the studied case we found optimal duty cycle 
between 60% and 80%, however this may differ for different baths and cells.  The characteristic of the sensor is 
strongly modified by using different duty cycle: the sensitivity strongly decreases when using low duty cycle while 
the linear range increases. Finally, as a rule of the thumb, we can say that pulse current with a medium-high duty 
cycle must be preferred if we want a sensor with low noise and not too high linear range, such in case of feedback 
compensated magnetometer. On the other hand low duty cycle must be preferred for electroplating when the sensor 
is operated in open loop, because it provides higher linear range. 
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